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THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER SHORTLISTED FOR THE EDWARD STANFORD TRAVEL
WRITING AWARDSiNews Best cookbooks for Christmas 2019bazaarnoun: a market in the
Middle EastBazaar is a colourful, flavourful and satisfying celebration of vegetable dishes,
designed to suit every occasion and every palate. The magic of this cookbook is that you won't
feel like anything is missing, with dishes full of easy-to-achieve flavours and depth that would win
over even the most die-hard carnivore.Each recipe utilizes the abundance of varied flavour
profiles of the East, from spices, herbs and perfumed aromatics to hearty staples such as grains
and pulses, combined with plenty of fresh fruit and vegetables. You will find salads for all
seasons, spectacular sides, bowl comfort, moreish mains and sweet treats.Recipes
include:Grilled halloumi flatbreads with preserved lemon & barberry salsaRoasted tomato &
chilli soup with herb-fried croutonsRoast vegetable bastillaGrilled tofu salad with tamarind &
miso dressingPotato, ricotta & herb dumplings with walnuts & pul biber butterFeta, pul biber &
oregano macaroni bakeCourgette, orange & almond cake with sweet yogurt frostingPRAISE
FOR BAZAAR:'What (Sabrina) brings to the page is her warmth, brio and sheer greedy
enthusiasm for bright and bold flavours, and her understanding that food is there not just to
excite, but also to comfort' - Nigella Lawson'Another absolute beauty...I don't think she could
write a dull recipe if she tried. Every one an elegantly spiced delight' - Tom Parker-
Bowles'Sabrina Ghayour's gorgeous vegetarian recipes are hard to resist' - Red magazine'This
book is likely to become a well-thumbed tome for me' - The Caterer'The recipes are vibrant,
colourful and wonderfully creative' - Delicious Magazine PRAISE FOR SABRINA GHAYOUR
'The golden girl of Persian cookery' - Observer'Sabrina Ghayour's Middle-Eastern plus food is all
flavour, no fuss - and makes me very, very happy' - Nigella Lawson

'Easy to decipher, packed with lots of flavour and...surprisingly easy to pull off'―Huffington Post
--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorA chef, food writer and
culinary teacher, Sabrina Ghayour is one of the strongest voices in Middle Eastern food
today.Sabrina's debut cookbook, Persiana, was awarded 'Best New Cookbook' at the Observer
Food Monthly awards 2014 and 'Book of the Year' at the 2015 Food & Travel Awards. Her follow
up, Sirocco, and her most recent book, Feasts, were London Sunday Times bestsellers.--This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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CONTENTSINTRODUCTIONLIGHT BITES & SHARING PLATESEGGS & DAIRYSOUPS &
BOWL COMFORTPIES, BREADS & PASTRIESSALADS FOR ALL SEASONSMOREISH
MAINSSTORE-CUPBOARD SUSTENANCESPECTACULAR SIDESSWEET
TREATSINDEXAUTHOR’S ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSHOW TO USE THIS EBOOKSelect one of
the chapters from the main contents list and you will be taken to a list of all the recipes covered
in that chapter.Alternatively, jump to the index to browse recipes by ingredient.Look out for linked
text (which is in blue) throughout the ebook that you can select to help you navigate between
related recipes.You can double tap images to increase their size. To return to the original view,
just tap the cross in the top left-hand corner of the screen.INTRODUCTION‘Bazaar’ is the
ancient Persian word for ‘market’ and is shared by many other Eastern cultures. If I close my
eyes, I imagine the old traditional markets of the Middle East in years gone by, which were loud,
bustling places, filled with colourful produce of every shape and description. Unusual smells
would fill the air. The senses would be seduced at every turn – sights and sounds distracted all
those coming into the bazaar, luring them to the many stands to fulfil their various requirements.
No matter which country I travel to, one of my greatest joys is visiting a good market – one that
retains a focus on fresh and simple produce, untainted by modernity or the bells and whistles of
trendy treats. There is always inspiration and a culinary education to be had in every local
bazaar. Having long thought of myself as one of the world’s most consummate carnivores, I
never thought I would see the day when I put pen to paper to write a book of vegetarian recipes.
Why? You may ask. Well, simply put, in many cultures, including my own, if there is no meat on
the table, the meal is considered incomplete. Some cultures have endured war and famine
where food, and especially meat, has been scarce. As times improve, meat often becomes the
centrepiece of any feast, as a sign that life is good and you are doing well, which is a tradition
still evident in many cultures. I know that whenever I cook a meatless feast for my family, I don’t
announce it in advance for fear of the unnecessary but hilarious panic it would cause!Recently, I
have noticed that more and more people are choosing to eat less meat. I have found that, as I
get older, I simply don’t seem able to enjoy meat in the excessive and voracious manner in
which I used to, or digest it as easily. Having said that, I remain the world’s safest bet for winner
of the ‘Least Likely To Turn Vegetarian’ prize, so for me, this is a book that showcases and
celebrates how wonderful and satisfying meals can be when they contain only fruits, vegetables,
pulses, grains and dairy products – this is something that I myself can occasionally forget.I have
written this book with meat-eaters in mind, because I feel it is we who really need the most help
and inspiration when it comes to preparing simple meals without meat, that have plenty of
flavour and satisfy all at the table. I have started teaching many vegetarian cookery classes
lately and have noticed that the vast majority of my students are not actually vegetarians, but
those who eat meat and fish. They come in search of ideas to help them deliver delicious meals
at home without falling back on the same old repertoire. I love taking time off from eating meat,
but have often been guilty of resorting to the usual suspects for sustenance… and while pasta,
potatoes, bread, rice and mountains of cheese have their perks and frequently satisfy, eventually



you do just crave vegetables. Their colours, freshness, depth of flavour and varied textures
sustain the desire to stick to a meatless meal. I’m hoping this book provides inspiration to all
those who need it – vegetarian and meat-eaters alike.I created these recipes with a single aim:
to deliver as much flavour as possible using few ingredients. The one thing I would like you to
remember is that each recipe is merely a suggestion of ingredients – feel free to add whatever
additions you like. Don’t stress about ingredients you cannot find – if you are missing an
ingredient or don’t like something, just leave it out, because, after all, life is too short to sweat the
small stuff. I hope you will embrace these recipes and make them your own. Food should always
be a pleasure… my stomach (and my waistline) took great pleasure in perfecting these recipes
for you, so take this book into your kitchens and enjoy.CARROT, HALLOUMI & DILL
BALLSBROAD BEAN & RICOTTA DIPSUMAC, TOMATO & GARLIC TOASTS WITH
LABNEHFETA & SPRING ONION-STUFFED POTATO SKINSCHICKPEA & VEGETABLE
KOFTAS WITH TAHINI SAUCESPICED BUTTERMILK FRIED TOMATOESCUCUMBER & FETA
BRUSCHETTATURMERIC, SPINACH & SWEET POTATO FRITTERSSPICED CRUDITÉ
PLATTER WITH TURMERIC & CUMIN HUMMUSPOTATO CRISPS WITH SPICED SALT &
LIMETURMERIC, LEMON & VODKA COOLERSGINGER, HONEY & LIME
MARGARITASBARBERRY MARTINISCARROT, HALLOUMI & DILL BALLSRarely do you see
carrots fried, so here I’ve combined them with halloumi to make these crispy little balls – perfect
with drinks or as part of a feast. Probably one of the best things to have ever happened to the
humble carrot, if I’m honest.MAKES 16–18vegetable oil, for frying2 large carrots, peeled and
coarsely grated250g halloumi cheese, coarsely grated1 large egg1 small packet (about 30g) of
dill, finely chopped4 tablespoons plain flour2 teaspoons cumin seeds1 teaspoon paprikaMaldon
sea salt flakes and freshly ground black peppersalad leaves, to servePour enough vegetable oil
into a large saucepan to fill to a depth of 5cm. Heat the oil over a medium-high heat and bring to
frying temperature (add a pinch of the mixture: if it sizzles immediately, the oil is hot enough).
Line a plate with a double layer of kitchen paper.Put the grated carrot and halloumi, along with
the remaining ingredients, into a mixing bowl and season well with black pepper and just a little
salt. Now work the mixture with your hands to combine it well.When the oil is ready for deep-
frying, take roughly 1 tablespoon of the mixture and roll it into a ball that would fit perfectly into
the tablespoon measure. Repeat with the remaining mixture. Carefully lower the balls into the hot
oil and fry in batches for 2–3 minutes, until deep golden brown. Remove with a slotted spoon
and transfer to the paper-lined plate to drain. Serve hot with salad leaves.BROAD BEAN &
RICOTTA DIPBroad beans carry so many childhood memories for me. Arriving home from
school on the rare occasion my Grandma was making one of the handful of dishes she learned
to make in the 1980s, she would sit me in front of enormous bowls of broad beans with skins on
and all she would say was, ‘Peel them’. I remember the overpowering smell of the skins on my
hands when we were done peeling, but it was worth the effort because the beans were so
delicious. This broad bean and ricotta dip serves quite a few people, so it’s perfect for
sharing.SERVES 6–8approximately 750g frozen (skin-on) or 400g peeled broad beans2 fat



garlic cloves, crushedfinely grated zest and juice of 1 unwaxed lemongood drizzle of olive oil,
plus a little extra to serve500g ricotta cheese2 teaspoons sumac4 spring onions, very thinly
sliced from root to tip1 small packet (about 30g) of dill, finely choppedMaldon sea salt flakes and
freshly ground black peppertoasted bread, to serveIf using frozen skin-on broad beans, rinse
them to remove any ice, then cook in boiling water for 5 minutes. Drain the beans in a sieve and
rinse under cold running water to stop the cooking process and until cool enough to handle.Peel
each bean to remove the outer skins and place the peeled beans in the bowl of a food
processor. Add the garlic, lemon zest and juice and olive oil to the bowl and pulse to grind down
the mixture to a nice chunky texture, ensuring no large chunks remain.Transfer the mixture to a
large serving bowl. Add the ricotta, sumac, spring onions, dill, plenty of freshly milled black
pepper and a good amount of salt. Mix well, then leave to stand for 5–10 minutes to allow the
flavours to develop. Adjust the seasoning if necessary, then drizzle with extra olive oil and serve
with toasted bread.SUMAC, TOMATO & GARLIC TOASTSWITH LABNEHI’m obsessed with
tomatoes on toast either in the Spanish style of pan con tomate or the Italian bruschetta. I used
to make mini versions of these for clients as canapés, which proved so popular that I was asked
to serve them as starters rather than finger food. The addition of sumac gives the tomatoes a
citrusy note, and I never need an excuse to add coriander to tomatoes. They are incredibly
moreish and I am happy to eat several of these as a meal by themselves; simple yet terribly
good.MAKES 121 large ciabatta, cut into 12 slices1 large or 2 small garlic cloves, peeled4 large,
ripe vine tomatoes, very finely chopped½ small red onion, very finely chopped2 teaspoons
sumac, plus extra to garnish½ small packet (about 15g) of fresh coriander, finely chopped
(reserve some for garnish)olive oil4 heaped tablespoons labneh or thick Greek yogurtMaldon
sea salt flakes and freshly ground black pepperChargrill the bread in a griddle pan on both sides
or use a toaster. Lightly rub the surface of each slice with the raw garlic.Mix the tomatoes, onion,
sumac and coriander in a bowl. Add a little drizzle of olive oil and season well with salt and
pepper.Divide the tomato mixture between the toasts, spreading it across the surface of each
piece. Top each with a teaspoon of labneh or yogurt and garnish each with a little pinch of
sumac, the reserved coriander and a drizzle of olive oil. Serve immediately.FETA & SPRING
ONION-STUFFED POTATO SKINSNothing screams comfort to me more than creamy mashed
potato, and this dish provides a delicious twist by combining it with another favourite of mine –
the humble potato skin. Simple, delicious and quite filling – you can easily adapt the flavours to
use up whatever other ingredients you have lurking in your fridge. It’s also perfect for little hands,
as kids love getting stuck into making these.SERVES 4–64 baking potatoes50g butter5–6 spring
onions, thinly sliced from root to tip200g feta cheese, crumbled½ small packet (about 15g) of
tarragon, leaves finely chopped1 tablespoon garlic granules1 teaspoon nigella seedsMaldon
sea salt flakes and freshly ground black pepperPreheat the oven to 220ºC (200ºC fan), Gas
Mark 7.Place the whole potatoes on a baking tray and bake for 25–30 minutes, then reduce the
oven temperature to 200ºC (180ºC fan), Gas Mark 6, and cook for a further 1 hour, until the
potatoes are cooked through. Remove from the oven.Allow the potatoes to cool slightly, then cut



each potato in half. Scoop out the flesh from each half into a bowl and set aside the
skins.Season the flesh generously with salt and pepper and add the butter to the bowl. Using a
potato masher or a fork, roughly mash the butter, salt and pepper into the potato – don’t worry if
the mixture is not completely smooth. Use a spoon to stir in the spring onion, feta, tarragon,
garlic granules and nigella seeds and mix well. Adjust the seasoning if desired.Fill the potato
skins with the mash mixture and pack the filling firmly into the skins. Set the stuffed skins on a
baking tray and bake for 30 minutes, or until just starting to brown on top. Serve hot.CHICKPEA
& VEGETABLE KOFTASWITH TAHINI SAUCEAs someone already had the idea of inventing
falafel wraps, I came up with this lighter version, which is absolutely delicious, packs in the
vegetables and can easily be adapted to suit whatever you have in the fridge. With all the appeal
of an indulgent kebab, these koftas are incredibly moreish on their own with a drizzle of tahini
sauce on top.MAKES 18–202 x 400g cans chickpeas3 fat garlic cloves, crushed1 carrot, peeled
and grated1 sweet potato (about 300g), grated with the skin left on1 small packet (about 30g) of
fresh coriander, finely chopped (reserve a handful to serve)4 spring onions, finely sliced1
teaspoon turmeric1 teaspoon ground cumin1 teaspoon ground cinnamon1 teaspoon chilli
flakes4 tablespoons chickpea (gram) flour1 egggenerous amount of Maldon sea salt flakes and
freshly ground black peppervegetable oil, for fryingFor the tahini sauce150g Greek yogurt1
garlic clove, crushed2 teaspoons ground coriander3 tablespoons thick tahinijuice of ½
lemongenerous amount of Maldon sea salt flakes and freshly ground black pepperTo serve6
tortilla wrapsfew handfuls of rocket leaves1 red onion, halved and thinly slicedDrain both cans of
chickpeas, place the chickpeas into a large mixing bowl and use a potato masher or the end of a
rolling pin to mash them. Add all the remaining kofta ingredients, except the oil, and using your
hands pummel or pound (which is what the word ‘kofta’ means in Persian) into a sticky, even
mixture. Refrigerate the mixture while you make the tahini sauce.To make the tahini sauce,
combine the ingredients in a jug. Add just enough warm water to loosen the mixture to a thick
pouring cream consistency. Set aside.Pour enough vegetable oil into a large, deep frying pan or
saucepan to fill to a depth of about 2.5cm. Heat the oil over a medium-high heat and bring to
frying temperature (add a pinch of the kofta mixture: if it sizzles immediately, the oil is hot
enough). Line a tray with a double layer of kitchen paper.When the oil is ready for frying, scoop
up a rounded dessertspoonful of the kofta mixture and use the edges of the bowl to smooth it a
little. Lower it carefully into the hot oil. Repeat with the remaining mixture, but do not overcrowd
the pan – fry in batches to avoid reducing the temperature of the oil. Fry the koftas for a couple of
minutes on each side, or until deep golden brown, then remove them from the pan using a
slotted spoon and transfer to the paper-lined tray to drain.Serve 3 koftas in each tortilla wrap
with a good drizzle of the tahini sauce, some rocket leaves, some sliced red onion and a final
flourish of the reserved coriander.SPICED BUTTERMILK FRIED TOMATOESThis is definitely
one of my better ideas. When I made my mother try one, with her first bite she smiled and said,
‘How on earth do you come up with this stuff?’ Rest assured, this is her unique way of paying a
compliment! My only advice is don’t be tempted to use ripe tomatoes for this recipe – the firmer



and more underripe, the better.SERVES 4–6vegetable oil, for frying200g best-quality polenta
(not quick-cook)250ml buttermilk1 teaspoon cayenne pepper2 teaspoons garlic granules2
teaspoons sumac4 large tomatoes, such as beef tomatoes3 tablespoons dried wild
oreganoMaldon sea salt flakes and freshly ground black pepperPour enough vegetable oil into a
large, deep frying pan or saucepan to fill to a depth of about 2.5cm. Heat the oil over a medium-
high heat and bring to frying temperature (add a little polenta: if it sizzles immediately, the oil is
hot enough). Line a plate with a double layer of kitchen paper.Pour the polenta on to a plate and
set aside. In a separate bowl, mix the buttermilk with the cayenne pepper, garlic granules, sumac
and a generous amount of salt and pepper.Slice the tomatoes into 1.5cm-thick slices – I usually
get about 4 slices per tomato. Discard the ends, since the polenta doesn’t stick to the skin very
easily.Drag a tomato slice through the buttermilk and shake off any excess liquid, then place it
gently in the polenta and coat the cut sides and the edges as best you can, carefully patting the
polenta on to the slice to encrust it. Lower it carefully into the hot oil, then repeat with the
remaining tomato slices, frying in batches to avoid overcrowding the pan. Gently fry the slices for
about 1 minute on each side, or until they start to brown. If they brown too fast, your oil is too hot,
in which case switch off the heat and cook a few slices, then when the oil is at the right
temperature, switch the heat back on.Remove the slices from the oil with a slotted spoon and
transfer to the paper-lined plate to drain, then sprinkle over some salt and the oregano. Serve
the tomatoes hot.CUCUMBER & FETA BRUSCHETTAThis is one of my favourite breakfasts.
Sounds weird, but I am addicted to the combination of yogurt mixed with feta and topped with
cucumber. It really does make the most satisfying snack, and the spices and pomegranate
seeds take it to another level. They can also easily be made in smaller bites and served as finger
food, too. Use half a regular cucumber thinly sliced into half moons if you can’t find baby
cucumbers.SERVES 6200g feta cheese, finely crumbled100g Greek yogurt6 slices of
sourdough bread5–6 baby cucumbers, cut diagonally into 5mm-thick slices1 teaspoon sumac1
teaspoon dried wild oregano1 teaspoon pul biber chilli flakes½ teaspoon nigella seeds50g
pomegranate seedsolive oil, for drizzling (optional)Maldon sea salt flakes and freshly ground
black pepperCombine the feta and yogurt in a bowl, and mash the mixture. Season with black
pepper and just a little salt.Chargrill the sourdough in a griddle pan on both sides or use a
toaster.Divide the feta mixture into 6 portions and spread a portion on to each slice of toast.
Arrange the cucumber slices on top, then sprinkle over the sumac, oregano and pul
biber.Scatter over the nigella seeds and, lastly, the pomegranate seeds. Drizzle over a little olive
oil, if desired, and serve immediately.TURMERIC, SPINACH & SWEET POTATO
FRITTERSThere are very few things that aren’t improved by frying, and that includes vegetables
– especially sweet potatoes. Turmeric is underrated as a spice, but I like it to be a main player in
my cooking, just as long as it is not too overpowering and strikes the perfect balance with the
other ingredients in a recipe. Eat these fritters with a few dipping sauces on the side – sweet
chilli sauce is my personal favourite pairing.MAKES APPROXIMATELY 20300g sweet potato,
peeled and coarsely grated150g baby spinach leaves, finely chopped3 teaspoons turmeric1



teaspoon chilli flakes3 large eggs100g plain flour1 teaspoon baking powdervegetable oil, for
fryingMaldon sea salt flakes and freshly ground black peppersweet chilli sauce, to servePut the
sweet potato, spinach, turmeric, chilli flakes, eggs, flour and baking powder into a mixing bowl
and mix well. Season generously with salt and pepper, then allow the batter to rest for 15
minutes.Pour enough vegetable oil into a large, deep frying pan or saucepan to fill to a depth of
about 5cm. Heat the oil over a medium-high heat and bring to frying temperature (add a pinch of
mixture: if it sizzles immediately, the oil is hot enough). Line a plate with a double layer of kitchen
paper.When the oil is ready, stir the batter well. Using 2 dessertspoons, form quenelles of the
mixture: scoop up the mixture with one spoon and use the other to press down and shape it.
Lower the quenelles carefully into the hot oil and fry in batches, 6 at a time – it is important not to
overcrowd the pan or the temperature of the oil will drop and your fritters will not be crisp. Fry the
fritters for 1 minute, then turn them over and fry for another minute or so, or until nicely browned
all over. Remove the fritters from the oil using a slotted spoon and transfer to the paper-lined
plate to drain. Serve hot with sweet chilli sauce.SPICED CRUDITÉ PLATTERWITH TURMERIC
& CUMIN HUMMUSSometimes we all need a little encouragement when it comes to consuming
raw vegetables, and the simple spice treatment on this crudité platter transforms humble raw
vegetables into something special, particularly when served with my chunky turmeric and cumin
hummus. Persians like to snack on large quantities of seasoned baby cucumbers, but sprinkling
them with a highly flavoursome spice blend takes raw veg to the next level – with minimum effort
and to maximum effect. It’s easy to eat half this platter in no time at all…SERVES 6–81 large
cucumber, cut into batons150g radishes, halved4–5 celery sticks (with leaves), cut into 5cm
batons250g cherry or baby plum tomatoes8 carrots, peeled and halved lengthways (or 4 large
carrots, peeled and cut into batons)olive oil, for drizzlingMaldon sea salt flakes and freshly
ground black pepperFor the toasted-spice seasoning1 teaspoon cumin seeds1 teaspoon
coriander seeds1 teaspoon yellow mustard seeds½ teaspoon chilli flakes1 teaspoon dried wild
oreganoFor the turmeric & cumin hummus2 x 400g cans chickpeas (reserve the liquid from 1
can, drain the second can)12–15g fresh turmeric, peeled and finely grated1 fat garlic clove, very
finely chopped2 teaspoons cumin seeds, toasted and crushed using a pestle and mortarfinely
grated zest and juice of 1 unwaxed lemon4 teaspoons tahiniolive oil, for drizzlingMaldon sea salt
flakes and freshly ground black pepperTo make the toasted-spice seasoning, heat a small frying
pan over a medium heat. Add the cumin, coriander and mustard seeds to the dry pan and toast
them, shaking the pan, for 2 minutes. Transfer the toasted seeds to a pestle and mortar, mix in
the chilli flakes and grind to a coarse powder. Stir in the oregano, then set aside.To make the
turmeric and cumin hummus, use a food processor or blender to blitz 1 can of chickpeas with its
canning liquid until completely smooth. Add a generous amount of salt and pepper, the fresh
turmeric, garlic, crushed cumin seeds, lemon zest and juice and tahini and blitz again briefly until
the ingredients are all well incorporated.Add the remaining can of drained chickpeas and pulse
briefly to break them down slightly. I like a nice chunky texture, but if you prefer a smooth
hummus, continue to blitz until the mixture is smooth. Check and adjust the seasoning, adding



salt and pepper as necessary. Transfer the hummus to a serving bowl and drizzle over some
olive oil.Arrange the prepared vegetables attractively on a serving platter (place the cucumber
batons skin-side down). Drizzle over a good amount of olive oil, season generously with salt and
pepper, then season heavily with the toasted-spice seasoning. Serve immediately with the
hummus.POTATO CRISPSWITH SPICED SALT & LIMEI have a life-long obsession with crisps.
Over the years I have become something of a self-styled crisp aficionado, pairing crisps with
different cheeses and cured meats (because that’s all you have the energy to eat after a 17-hour
shift cooking food for others), so I like to think I’m now a bit of a connoisseur. This is a
spectacular treatment for the humble crisp, but to be perfectly honest, you can use a shop-
bought packet of good-quality, hand-cooked plain potato crisps. However, nothing beats the
flavour of homemade crisps – these are very much worth the effort.SERVES 6–84 potatoes
(unpeeled)1 tablespoon fine sea saltabout 1 litre vegetable or sunflower oil, for deep-frying2
limes, cut into wedges, to serveFor the spiced salt2 tablespoons Maldon sea salt flakes or 1
tablespoon fine salt½ teaspoon chilli powder½ teaspoon ground coriander½ teaspoon dried
wild oregano
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D. D., “Best vegetarian cookbook I have come across- Not plant-based. Amazing cookbook,
recipes are simple yet full of flavor. You might need some unusual ingredients like harissa, tahini
etc. but everything can be found on amazon and it's so worth it. Although it's worth mentioning,
it's not really plant-based since a lot of the recipes use dairy and eggs.”

cyberval, “Beautiful colorful vegetarian recipes. Colorful vegetarian recipes with wide ranges of
dishes - salads, bowls and entrees etc. All the ingredients are accessible in a large city. Some
of the recipes take more effort and are therefore better for the weekend rather than a weekday
dinner.  Many of the finished recipes look beautiful so these would be great for entertaining.”

Jeanne R., “Creative plates. Bazaar is another lovely book of Sabrina Ghayour and I am enjoying
her unique recipes. Some are a bit unusual at first glance like baked scallions or breaded
shallots which seem to be fillers to make up the collection, but the rest of the recipes are very
delicious and easy to prepare. My favorite was the kale and feta bake which I substituted with
spinach, and I think I will try ricotta cheese the next time I make it. Overall a beautiful collection
of creative Middle East vegetarian dishes.”

W. Rocks, “Wow, what a cookbook.. When I received it I sat down and read it from cover to
cover.  Delicious sounding recipes and stunning photography.”

Mg, “If you like Ottolenghi give this a go. If your a fan of this style of cooking it’s easy to follow
beautiful presentation overall a very good book”

Coffee Enthusiast, “Easy, innovative recipes. Gave this as a Christmas gift to my daughter. She’s
delighted with it. This is not strictly a book for vegetarians. Rather it’s for anyone who wants to
make vegetables the tastiest, most interesting part of the meal.”

Asmita Deshpande, “Great book for vegetarians. love the vegetarian recipes.”

Mike rust, “Fun cooking. Great recipes”

Ebook Tops Reader, “inferior packaging. What I have read of this book so far is looking great.
However, it would have been good to have received the book in pristine condition (pub'd
04/04/2019). The ends of the spine are noticeably damaged and this is clearly from
inadequatepackaging in which the book could slide around. I cannot be bothered to go to the
trouble of having the book replaced but please remember, Amazon, that eco-packaging does
NOT equal INEFFECTIVE.”



Burcu K., “Beautiful vegeterian dishes for the meateaters. Yet an other beautifully written and
well thought out book from Sabrina Ghayour to add to my collection of her books.Beautiful
salads and vegeterian dishes would be a vibrant addition to our meatless days.Recipes are easy
to follow, simple and delicious using not so many excotic ingredients.I tried 2 recipes so far,
chickpea koftas and saffron sweet breads. Both were ready effortlessly and delicious.”

E. L. Wisty, “All the colour and flavour you expect from Sabrina. Sabrina Ghayour has proven
herself a master at creating dishes which are feasts for the eyes as well as for the tastebuds,
with rainbows of colour. Not necessarily quick to make and often aimed more at the entertaining
end of the scale than a simple weeknight meal for two, but they're certainly crowd pleasers.Her
fourth book here is meat free, and it's good to see a vegetarian book which really doesn't need
to shout about the fact, with food which really won't make you miss meat at all.Overall I don't
think this is quite as good as her first three books (the Middle-Eastern part of her fusion seems
to be notably less here overall), but it's all relative. Not an automatic 5 star book, more a 4½
which I'm perfectly happy to round up rather than down.”

Thegourmetgays, “Book four is here.. We are a huge fan of Sabrina ever since her first book, so
here we have the 4th baby which is all about vegetarian food. This was written with meat eaters
in mind so it's bang on and looking at the recipes so far they will be full of flavour and are easy to
follow. Sabrina always writes her books with the home cook in mind, no fancy techniques, or
time consuming processes, just read, crack on and before you know it mind blowing food is with
you.”

The book by Sabrina Ghayour has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 973 people have provided feedback.
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